Abstract. Deterministic talble OL array systems with control are considered for the generation of infinite arrays. Rewriting of a rectangular array is done in parallel by a table of rules, the rightmost edge horizontally or the lowermost edge vertically downwards. The application of the tables IS controlled by a control set. Cube-free and square-free infinite arrays are obtained as an application of this model. The adherence of the array language of a controlled deterministic table OL array system is related to the adherttnce of its control set. The limit language equivalence problem and the adherence equivalence problem are shown to be undecidable for this system.
Introductiol;sl
Infinite words have been the subject of study in several investigations arising from different motivations. Nivat [7] has used the notion of successful infinit \ computation to define the semantics of recursive programs. In doing so, he extends the computation domain, which is usually the free monoid over a finite alphabet, by adding infinite words to the domain. Extensive studies of infinite words associated with finite automata are found in [4] , context-free grammars in [2, 5] and L-systems in [3, 8] . Recently, infinite arrays considered as two-dimensional analogs of infinite words, have been investigated in [ 121 while studying the notion of successful infinite computations, and in [6] while examining the acceptability of pictures of functions by automata.
During the last decade we have been interested in proposing grammatical models for the generation of digitized rectangular arrays [9, 10, 11, 141 . In [ 121 we have defined an infinite array as the limit of an increasing seql:ence of finite arrays and examined the question of generation by context-free kolam array grammars.
In this paper, we examine the extension of the study of infinite arrays to L-systems, w'lich involves paralle!;sm in the rewriting process. We choose for our study a deterministic version of the generative two-dimensional rectangular array model in [ 1 l] since this model, which allows for growth along the edges of an array and which incorporates the L-system type of generation into arrays, is well suited for the study of 'prefix preserving' arrays, whose limits exist. We allow growth to take place along two adjacent sides, namely, the rightmost and lowermost sides of a rectangular array, and thereby obtain an increasing sequence of arrays whose limit defines :in infinite array. Construction of infinite words which are nonrepetitive, in particular, cube-free or square&pee, has been of interest since the work of Thue [ 15, 8] . Such words have application in unending games of chess and in semi-groups. [1] indicates with an illustration, how the notion of square-free strings can be extended to arrays. As an application of the array model studied in this paper, we obtain cube-free arrays by controlled deterministic table OL array systems. In a similar manner, we can also obtain square-free arrays. Tllese may prove useful in repetitive pattern matching.
In Section 2 we introduce the necessary preliminaries and define the controlled deterministic table OL array system generating infinite arrays. We relate the adherence of the control set of a controlled deterministic table OL array system with the adherence of the array language generated by it. In Section 3, we examine the problem of construction of cube-free and square-free arrays obtained by controlled deterministic table OL array systems. In Section 4 we examine decidability questions and establish that the limit language equivalence problem and the adherence equivalence problem are undecidable. We also prove that there is no algorithm to decide whether or not some array in a given controlled deterministic table OL array language is a prefix of another array.
Controlled deterministic table OL array systems
In this section, we introduce the necessary preliminaries and define the controlled deterministic table OL array slistems.
Notation.
Let 2' be a finite alphabet. ,V ' (Yv +, respectively) denotes the set of all horizontr;l (respectively vertical) nonempty strings of letters of X E ' ' denotes the c:cJlection of all finite arrays (i.e., art-q< with a finite number of rows and columns) over 2'. 1.~1 st.ands for the length of q~tring,.in z' ' or 2,. If is in P,. % is a nonempty subset of 9 *. Y; is called the control language over 9. M,, E s + +, is the axiom or the start matrix ever 2.
Derivations ate defined as f4ows: Let M,, M2 E 2 ". We write M, 3, M2 if M4 is obtained from M, by applying in para!!el the ru!es in a right The array language generated by G, a DTOLA system with control, is L(G) = (MI M,,+* hf E E++}.
Remark 2.3. In this model, the completeness condition which requires at least one rule for every letter in 2, is not made use of mainly because, according to the definition of a derivation, a generation will block if a table of rules used in a derivation step does not have rules for every symbol occurring in the row or column edge that is being rewritten.
We note that if % = ??* in G, a DTOLA system with control, and if there exists at least one right for all a E 2, . in then G is clearly convergent, since we can find a sequence {a,,} of control words in '6 such that M,*z,, M, and M,# < M,., ,, for n Z= 1.
An array language L c 2" is convergent iff there exists an increasing sequence of arrays in L, wit13 its limit in C"". The set of limits of such increasing sequences in L is denoted by Iim L. We relate the adherence of the control language of a controlled DTOLA system and the adherence of ihe array language generated by it. 
E L(G). Thus M[m, )I]< M' and so M[m, II]E FG( L(G)).
Remark 2.6. Adh( k( C;)) need not always be generated by Adh( %). For example, if G = ((-q -}, {R, D}, 'K, Mf,) where !!dh( I_( G J 1 exists but is not generated by Adh( %).
Square-free and cube-free arrays

Injinite arrays and controlled systems
In this section we consider an application of the DTOLA system with control, by indicating how cube-free and square-free arrays can be obtained by this model.
Cube-free and square-free words have been studied in detail [8] . A word or an o-word a! over an alphabet C is called cube-free (square-free, respectively) if it contains no subword of the form x3 (x2, respectively), where x is a nonempty word. This definition can be extended to finite and infinite arrays. An array (finite or infinite) M is cube-free (square-free, respecrively) if it has no subarray of the form X XXX or X (XX or c, respectively), X where X is a nonempty array.
Thue's morphism given by h (~2) = ab, h(b) = ba generates a sequence bf (strongly) cube-free strings [ l&8] a, ab, ,Tbba, abbabaab, . . . .
The corresponding sequence of (strongly) cube-free arrays are MO, M,, M2, M3, . . . . Fig. 1 (a) shows the first three Thue's cube free arrays. Fig. 1 (b) shows the interpretation, where a stands for a black tile and b for white. Each array Mi+, can be written In a similar manner. we can construct square-free arrays generated by DTOLA systems u ith contra!.
Undecidability results
We establish the undecidabiliiy of the limit language equivalence problem and ildherence equivalence problem, adapting the techniques in E-33. ii 1 w = w, Bw,, R E VN and M',, ~7~ E-Vi ; (ii) MT= rv,B, BE VN and M'+ V;; (iii 1 w = Bw, B E: VN and w? E Vl : (iv) MY== 13, BE VN; (~1 WE Vi; and (vi) w=h.
For each production in Y we assign a distinct label (or namei.
We shall construct a DTOLA system with control, G' = (2, P, %', MO) as follows: Let 2 = VN u VTu (4, $1 u {[f]/f is the label of the rule A + w in P), where w is one uf the forms mentioned earlier and 4, $ are two new symbols. MO = S, the start symbol of G. For each rule A + w in I?, with label f and such that w is of the form (i) we form two distinct tables, one of them a right Let the control language % = h(Sz( G))( RD)', where Sz( G) consists of the Szilard words CY of G, i.e., all words cy such that S+s x E L(G). The idea of the construction is that corresponding to a sentential form v of G, we obtain a sequence of 'prefix-preserving' arrays generated by the controlled DTOLA system G', so that a part or whole of the sentential form u is in a specific row or I column of each of these arrays and all other elements in these arrays are the symbol i 4. Some of the arrays that L(G') might consist of, are shown in Fig. 2 Thus, clearly, two given linear grammars G,, G2 generate the same sentential forms iff their associated DTOLA systems with control, Gi, Gi constructed as described earlier, define the same fimit language. The former problem is known to be undecidable. This proves the undecidability of the Emit language equivalence problem for DTOLA systems with control.
By an easy modification of the construction of G' described above, we can again make use of the undecidability of equivalence for linear grammars and prove the undecidability of the adherence equivalence problem. 13
Theorem 4.2. There is no algorirhm j;7r deciding whether or not, in a given arra) language generated by a DTOLA sJ?stern with cwr~trol, some array is a p&x of'another array.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary instance of PCP, namely, (s,, . . . , x,,), (y,, . . . , y,, ).
We construct a DTOLA system with control G as follows: The axiom of G is S. The alphabet 2: of G can be known from the tables. The right tables are Clearly, an array in L(G) is a prefix of another array iff the chosen instance of PCP has a solution. Hence the theorem.
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